WEDDINGS AT COURTEENHALL
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Courteenhall is a beautiful, late 18th Century, privately
owned and lived in family home. It is set deep into a
private Northamptonshire Estate and is surrounded by
over 100 acres of picturesque parkland.

EXCLUSIVITY
Courteenhall oﬀer a selection of dates each year for private wedding celebrations.
We want to make sure that our venue remains special, untouched and hidden away
so we can pass all of those advantages onto you.
Courteenhall looks and feels formal in all the right places. However, there is a sense
of relaxation due to the fact that it is a family home.

CATERING
Because everyone is diﬀerent we allow you the freedom to speak directly with your
food and drink supplier; that way you can discuss your specific requirements.
Our approved caterers and drinks suppliers have been through our rigorous
selection process, so we know they will deliver everything to the high standards we
expect for your special day here at Courteenhall.

CEREMONIES
Courteenhall Church is located in the village of Courteenhall and is clearly visible and
accessible from the Hall. You can marry in the Church if you can show connections
with the parish or join the congregation (full details are available upon request).
Alternatively, you can hold your own humanist, non‐religious ceremony at
Courteenhall. This gives you the flexibility of marrying where you want, when you
want and how you want!
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INSIDE THE HALL
Entered from the main driveway and through the front door, the impact of the Hall
is impressive on your arrival.
For smaller weddings of up to 65 guests, the interior of The Hall is perfect. It retains
many of its original features and provides some wonderful entertaining spaces filled
with history and character.
The main Entrance Hall is great for arrival drinks and for evening entertainment
whilst you and your guests soak up the atmosphere and enjoy this stunning space.
Leading from the Main Entrance Hall is the beautifully presented Dining Room. There
are 3 perfectly proportioned bay windows, which provide direct access to the formal
gardens and parkland. This allows your guests to wander freely inside and out during
the day. Whether it be an intimate celebration for 20 around the dining table or
individual tables for larger parties, we can arrange the dining room to suit your
specific requirements.
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MARQUEE
To hold a large event in a marquee on the parkland, our approved supplier,
T&L Marquee Hire, will provide a fantastic set up next to The Hall with views
across to the arboretum and Courteenhall Church.
Our marquee provider will work with you to create the perfect setting for your
reception, built to a maximum of 1000 guests.
Our classic specification includes:
Pleated ivory lining
Carpet flooring
Chandelier lighting
Catering marquee
Oak parquet dance floor
Power and heating
Luxury toilet unit
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PHOTOGRAPHY
Whether your wedding is in the Hall or the gardens there is a unique opportunity
for you to take time out with your loved one and capture some special moments.
We can provide access to all principle rooms on the ground ﬂoor of the house
including the main hall, staircase and balcony, library, dining room and sitting room
as well as some special secret hideaways in the gardens!

GARDEN GAMES
Croquet and garden jenga are available to use at your leisure throughout your day
at Courteenhall.
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IN FILL FLOWERS
Our gardener, Darron, works hard all year round to ensure the gardens at
Courteenhall look beautiful. From snowdrops in February, to roses in June and
agapanthus in August. There are seasonal flowers growing all year round. Subject to
availability, we can provide a small display of complimentary seasonal flowers for
weddings inside the house.

ON THE MOR NING
On your arrival to Courteenhall, our dedicated Event Co‐ordinator will be your point
of contact throughout the day to make sure that everything runs beautifully and
to perfection. As part of our gold package, we also provide use of the Pytchley
Room, an exquisite en‐suite bedroom, for one of you to prepare in peace whilst
gazing across the parkland.
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N E X T ST E P S
Please take a look at our packages, overleaf, to see which may be the best fit
for you.
Because our weddings are unique and exclusive, we provide individual
quotations. Please contact us to discuss your wedding further and ask any
questions you may have.
Courteenhall is a private family home therefore, viewings are strictly by
appointment only.

All prices shown are dependent on your guest numbers
and exclusive of VAT.
Bronze package is only available out of season
(November - April)

01604 659222

info@courteenhall.co.uk

www.courteenhall.co.uk

PACKAGES
BRONZE PACKAGE
Up to 65 guests
Inside the Hall with access from noon
Wedding planner - consultation time and on the day
Garden games provided
Handpicked infill flowers
Access to The Hall for married couple photographs
PRICE FROM £6,000

SILVER PACKAGE
Up to 1000 Guests
Classic specification marquee
Wedding planner - consultation time and on the day
Garden games provided
Handpicked infill flowers
Access to The Hall for married couple photographs
PRICE FROM £9,000

GOLD PACKAGE
Up to 1000 guests
Classic specification marquee
Wedding planner - consultation time and on the day
Garden games provided
Handpicked infill flowers
Access to The Hall for married couple photographs
Access to The Pytchley Room for getting ready
Complimentary room at a local hotel or boutique
Access to Hall for drink reception (max 100 guests)
Access to the grounds for an engagement photoshoot
PRICE FROM £11,000
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